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Profile REGULOR-KPL - Anodized aluminum
lens cover

Price 9.23 Euro

Availability Available

Shipping time 3 days

Number 644

Manufacturer KLUS

Product description
Important Information

The purchase a piece in the store means the purchase 1 linear meter of the profile or cover

If you want to buy a profile that has a length of 2 meters you have to buy 2 pieces, 3 meters you have to buy 3 pieces, and
the multitude of quantity when ordering.

The total length of the aluminum profile or the panel to the profile - is the total quantity of the piece number that was bought
in the store.

The choice of the appropriate shipping method will take place at the end of the order process.
The details of the shipping method and packaging of the aluminum profiles you will find here (click in the link)

 Profile REGULOR - Anodized aluminum lens cover 1m (choice in accessories)

The product you have selected contains only - aluminum profile - does not include the accessories located in the Accessories
tab.
Additional accessories like covers, end caps, electricity conductive end cap, mounting bracket, fasteners, mounting
springs, proximity switch, micro switch, mounting system and others are available under "Accessories".

If you are interested in longer lengths than one meter, write to us we will quote the delivery cost to you. Transport companies
expect additional charges for long shipments.
For each country is different maximum length of the profile that we can send. It does not depend on us only by courier.
We also do service cutting aluminum profiles to the indicated size - write or call get comprehensive information.
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Profile LED REGULOR was produced from high-quality aluminum which has been anodized. Anodizing is an additional process
of electrolytic production of the oxide layer on the aluminum surface, which yields a hard matte - silver coating in shades of
satin, which perfectly protects the profile against corrosion processes and all kinds of mechanical damage. Additionally, satin
coating acts as decorative, so that the profile is visually nice and pleasant to the touch.

You can choose the version of the non-anodized profile, that is, raw, without additional oxidation process. Profile LED
REGULOR non-anodized is used everywhere where there is no risk of mechanical damage and where the profile will not be
exposed to corrosion processes, as well as where the profile will not be exposed to visual exposure and no one will touch
contact with the product.

Most REGULOR LED profile is used to illuminate and highlight all kinds of tape-based LED. With it you can illuminate the
elements of interior design (furniture, building, kitchens, stairs, exhibitions, stage design, advertising, hotels, workplaces), and
other hard to reach and shady spots. You have to bear in mind that this profile without prior preparation is not waterproof.
Non-anodized version is suitable for indoor lighting, and anodized version works during outdoor lighting.

Profile is dedicated to a special casing type cover (optional version milky or transparent), available in two standard lengths
ranging 1m and 2m. These casings have large proven and certified to use the advantage that it is not obstructing during
pressing. This is extremely important when mounting them. You do not have to push and just gently mounted on the so-
called. "Click". This advantage will be appreciated by anyone who appreciates your time. It is worth noting that the difference
in cost is really low, and the advantage is not to compare with other products on the market, which are copies of our products.

Fixing profile is done using double-sided adhesive tape, making it quick and easy to carry. At the end of the profile is
recommended to put the appropriately fitting the plastic cap that will protect the profile against the ingress of dust into it,
dust and unwanted solids, which would lead to soil profile and thus to the deterioration of its light parameters. Both caps and
double-sided tape without any problem can be found on our website under "Accessories".

We invite you to familiarize yourself with our offer.

To benefit from the purchase price is given in accordance with the description in the auction title. We reserve the right to
refuse to sell below a certain amount or charge prices commensurate to the proposed project.

 

Feel free to contact  - biuro@illuminations.pl for additional discounts on bulk purchases.

 

Product Description:

• anodized aluminum - in the secondary in the electrolytic production of the oxide layer formed on the aluminum surface hard
coating in the shade of matt satin silver, including to:

- Protection against corrosion and mechanical damage,

- Decorative - important when using a visual or touch.

 

• non-anodized aluminum - raw, without additional oxidation process used anywhere where there is a risk of scratches and
the need for visual exposure and touch contact with the product.

 

Accessories:

- The shell of a Diffuser: milk / transparent; standard lengths: 1m, 2m - caps have the advantage of tried and proven in use, do
not cause problems during insertion. It is important that you do not have to push, and just "wklikać". Acknowledges that any
installer who values your time and the client. The difference in cost is low and the advantage is not to compare the products
on the market, each having a copy in most of our products.

- Mounting: brackets for, double-sided tape (accessories)

- Ending: Plastic plug (accessory)

- Certificate: CE
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- Patent rights

 

Purpose:

• for lighting and illumination using LED strips,

• interior design, furniture (building, kitchens, furniture, stairs, exhibiting (displays), set design, advertising, hotels, work
stations (it is available, shaded areas) such as LED lighting stairs

• pre-treatment of the profile is not waterproof, depending on the galvanizing process can be used externally (anodized)
internally (non-anodized)

 

Advantages:

• Small size, excellent heat dissipation, easy installation, light weight, environmentally friendly product
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